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SANDSPUR FIGHTING FOR SURVIVAL!
I>%e^ R C 3 L . L - I

M 3

SAI^DSI
'•^OLUME 53

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, THURSDAY, APRIL 21, 1949

New Student Council Ponders Over
Sudden DeFicit; Awaits Group Votes
V
ill L An approximate .$1,400 deficit
eli i**^ dumped into the laps of the
ijj^w council members by the old
0 j^iuncil. Janet Hetzel, comptroller,
Uiljtplained how an insufficient budij^'jt had been drawn up, and fiThe International Relations Club
jj 'mces in general so confused that
]j^*e Tomokan, Sandspur, and Wom- of Rollins College held its annual
f-^.l's Athletic Association were election meeting- last Wednesday
l o r t $600, $500, and $200-$300 and elected the new officers for
J ispectively. The two publica- the year 1949-50. Fred Hartley,
11 Jns had allowed a certain amount former president stepped down and
,.':r advertising in their budgets handed the gavel to Joe Popeck
''.id requested that much less from who was elected new president for
'e last council. However, be- the year. The group thanked Fred
, use advertising dropped by the for his tireless and devoted service
" o v e they must now request the to the club during the past year,
»ove amounts to be added to their and gave recognition to his efforts
^ n d s by the council. The Wom- toward reorganizing the club.
I's Athletic Association was Elected as vice president and prolarged with tennis balls and for- gram chairman was Dick Elliott
tt to include blazers for the R who has shown himself consistentjUb, cup engraving and other ly interested in the club's activlards in their budget, and they ities. Carolyn Maass was chosen
iked the council please to rem- for the position of secretary-treasurer; and Carolyn Posten was
y this oversight.
Should the funds not be forth- elected publicity director. Plans
ining, the Tomokans cannot be for the remainder of this term
livered, the Sandspur and the were discussed, and the tentative
porters will meet their last dead- program for next year was given
le today, and the athletic women a light going over. At the meetthis college will go unrewarded. ing, the purpose of the Internaany plans were offered to solve tional Relations Club was reiteratis problem but none was adopted. ed. It is: "To encourage the study
r. Teidtke offered to lend the of and interest in foreign affairs."
J isociation this money to be made All students are invited to join
I out of next year's Association the club. Application forms have
""'fes. Another suggestion made been sent out; but for those who
IS that the students pay an extra did not receive any, or lost the
^ l l a r if they want to collect their card, you can still join by putting
>mokans. This procedure would your name, major, and year at
ave a smaller deficit that could school on a piece of paper and
: carried over to next year. Miss dropping it in the campus mail
"I Etzel, comptroller, explained that box, addressed to Carolyn Maass.
e cost of continuing the Sand- A membership card will be sent to
iur was only about 60c per stu- the new members as soon as they
int, and that this cost could eas- arrive from the printers. Don't
r be taken out of next year's delay, do it now
^ s o c i a t i o n fee without any in'ease in n«xt year's fee. It was
so explained how the Sandspur
IS important if the academic repation of Rollins College were
it to suffer. The council turned
•wn this suggestion. President
ivis kept order admirably, but
'ter much discussion, speeches,
'ting, motions and countermoms, the subject was finally dropid for the evening. It will be
Senate again holds vital inter•ought up again next week for
rther motions. Next week's re- national agreement in balance.
llts cannot be published as no Will Atlantic Pact suffer same fate
.nds were appropriated this week League of Nations 191-4???
Ratification by two-thirds Senbring out any more Sandspurs.
onday night the students will ate necessary to secure Atlantic
cide this issue by voting in their Pact submitted by Truman last
•cup meetings on the following week. Almost certain opposition
to Article 3 despite Acheson's asternatives:
surance that, "The Article (3)
(1) Continue printing the ' does not obligate itself to make
Sandspur and have next year's
any specific contribution to the de% appropriated budget soak np
fense capacity of any other party
the $600 deficit which would
. . ." In UN meeting last week
exist at the end of the term.
Russia declared aims of the At(2) Have no Sandspur at
lantic
Pact
were
aggressive.
all until next year's appropriCharge countered by Mr. Austin
ated budget will permit the
who declared the pact unaggres"Spur" to go to press again.
(3) Whether to assess each
Istudent $1 for payment ot the
Israel seeks admission to the UN.
ITomokan or have the $600 defAn empty flagpole outside the
cit soaked up in next year's
UN is waiting to receive the blue
ppropirated budget.
and white standard of Israel when
IWhat the students will decide is that nation is admitted to the UN
ether to pay the dollar and have sometime soon .
! Tomokan and Sandspur for
iC end of the year; or, not pay the
Hot flght on Capitol Hill over
illar and a Tomokan but no •Sand- issue of Public Health Insurance!
ur; or, let Mr. Tiedke loan the Battle so intense thought unlikely
indspur
and
Tomokan
the that Congress will agree on any
nount of their deficit and then health program this session.
ise registration fees next year.
The American Medical Associalis way the students will pay tion denounced Truman's program
It will have the privilege of the as "socialism", while the AMA
imokan and Sandspur for this program has been attacked as "a
cheap imitation of the real thing."
Names of those appointed by
Wallace Beery, age 60, actor,
resident Davis to the Studenticulty Social Committee are: died April 15 at Beverly Hills, Calidy Baker, Carol Posten, Harry ifornia.
ancock, and Joe Popeck. The
10% cut in Foreign -4id is likely
iscipline Committee appointments
ere Jack Sayers, G. W. Mooney, in Congress.
Faced with a deficit of $1 billion.
. Brooks, and Norma Jean Thag>rd. The Center Social Commit- Congress may seriously damage
e consisted of Lois Denburg, Geo. our foreign policy by seeking ai
easy way out of financial difficul
ranklin, and Janet Patton.
ties. The "meat-axe method!" It
tree can make a million is hoped a compromise can be
latches One match can destroy reached so that taxes will not
be too high nor ERP cut too much.
llion trees.

Officers Elected
For I.R.T. Club

News

In BrieF

Jr. Pan-Hell
Plans Clenic

m PLAN WOULD Sandspur, Tomokan Forced to Face
PRODUCE WEEKLl Financial Pinch In Budget Shakeup
PLAYIFADflPIED Independent President Holt

By Skook Bailey

No Classes During Winter
p^erm for Theater Arts
Majors Advocated

K.E.F.

Hester Davis

The Junior Panhellenic Council
wil Istage three demonstrations on
the art of conducting parliamentary meetings. They will be given
on April 26, April 28 and May 3.
Its purpose is to educate group
officers on the efficiency which can
result from the correct use of
Roberts' Rules of Order. Mr. Gurney, Orlando lawyer, will conduct
the demonstration.
The method is believed particularly valuable to those students
aspiring to offices in various organizations. The meetings will
be particularly interesting as they
are not lectures but actual demonstrations of this procedure.
Everyone interested is invited.
Those who plan to attend must
sign with Miss Fairchild in the
Administration Building
before
Monday, April 25.

A plan has been shaping up in
the theatre department of having
theatre majors do only theatre
work during the winter term. Unfortunately, this cannot be carried
through this coming year because
of the budget, but it is something
to think about.
Theoretically, a student can't
learn at the same time his lines
and his lessons and learn them
both well. This presents the problem of which is more important to
the theatre major, the experience
gained from the stage, or the
knowledge gained from college. By
this new plan all the theatre majors will be working both on and
off stage from dawn till midnight
of the winter term. There would
be a nucleus of professionals to
help and instruct the students.
A different show would be put on
every week; every one would get
good practical experience without
having to worry about classes.
There are of course, as many
drawbacks to this plan as there are
advantages. The four or five professionals who would be here
would want to be paid for their
services; that's where the budget
comes in. A play a week sounds
good, but do people want to see a
play every week? Will the theatre be able to make a profit ? Will
it make anything? It would take
lot of work and the plays would
have to be good. It would be excellent experience for the prospective theatre people; as good as
summer theatre job. When the
winter term was over, these majors
could go back to their liberal arts
courses and get a regular college
education.
Fall and spring terms there
would be no plays given in the
Annie Russell. The Fred Stone
Theatre would work during those
terms to give the beginners their
chance to gain experience. This
plan is new and, therefore, there
will be some who will be against
it. The majority, including Mr.
Bailey, of the people are willing to
give it a try. It would be invaluable to all those concerned. Who
knows, maybe one of your friends
will be another Buddy Ebson.

Inter-Am. Centers
Distinguished Guest
Professor Pedro Villa Fernandez, professor of Spanish at the
University of Florida, Gainesville,
Florida, will be the guest of the
Spanish Department and the Inter-American Center on Thursday,
April 28, 1949.
Professor Villa Fernandez will
ipeak in Spanish to the Tertulia,
the Spanish conversation group,
at 7:15 p.m., at Casa Iberia.
e will speak in English at a
joint meeting of the Pan AmeriClub and the International relations club at the Casa at 8:15.
All students, are welcome at both
meetings.
The Pan American Club will
lave a short business meeting, to
,dopt the new constitution and to
elect officers for next year, preceding the talk, at 7:30 p.m., also
in the Casa.
Professor Villa Fernandez is a
native of Oviedo, Spain; he has
lived in this country for several
years, and is married to an AmeriHe is the author of several
books, including Por Esas Espanas,
elementary Spanish reader used in
Rollins classes last year. He has
been to Spain several times since
the war, the latest being last summer. His large family and numerous friendships of long standRhaveaing enabled him to get "inside Spain" in a way completely
impossible to a foreigner, and he
has a very interesting stqj^r to tell
about present conditions in Spain
and the probable prospects for the
future.
Professor Villa Fernandez will
also be honor guest at a luncheon
of the Spanish Department which
is being planned by Professor Angela Campbell, director of Casa
Iberia.
"Titoism" in Poland, China, and
Bulgaria challenges Red absolutism ! Moscow is purging dissident
leaders in attempt to wipe out
heresy.
The catholic and all-embracing
conception of Communism cannot
stand any challenge to its authority, so it stamps out heresies at
birth even among otherwise "loyal"
countries. So far it has succeeded except in Tito's country, Yugoslavia, where the only way of success will lie through guns.
Crisis over German State has
wide implications! Failure at Bonn
would be setback for West and
help to Russia!
The attempt of the German politicians to write a constitution for
Western Germany is in stalemate.
Seeking stronger financial powers
for the Central Government of the
Federal Republic, the Social Demo-
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Convention of O.D.K's
Dean Enyart, Dr. Williard Wattles, Professor Riley Jones and Joe
Friedman recently returned from
the national convention of Omicron Delta Kappa which was held
ii Atlanta. O.D.K. is a national
honorary fraternity for men and
is active on this campus under the
presidency of Joe Friedman.
O.D.K. is composed of upper division students and faculty who
have distinguishen themselves in
scholarship, leadership, and extracurricular activities. Founded on
this campus in 1931 O.D.K. exists
for three main purposes: to bring
together representative men of the
campus to mold the sentiment of
the institution; to bring together
faculty and students; to encourage
college leadership.
At the Atlanta meeting the Rollins representatives attended forums, committee meetings, and
heard speeches, the key address
being delivered by Dr. Stoke of
Louisiana State University on the
influence of key men on public
opinion. Other chapters told of
their work as a powerful director
of student opinion on their cam-

crats have withdrawn their participation. The Christian Democratic Union, allied with the vested interests of the industrial Rhur,
desire a less socialized government
than the SDs.

Show Cast
The Independent Show, under
the tentative title "Mexican Heydaze", will open May 11 at the
Annie Russell Theatre. Written
by Jim Bedortha and directed by
Chap McDonnell, this farce will be
the fourth annual show sponsored
by the Independent Women. The
profits from the show will make
up a scolarship fund for a deserving Rollins student.
The all-student production stars
Fred Taylor, Ollie Smith, Mary
Ann Hobart, Margaret Bell, Gerard Walker, and Bev Cotter plus
a supporting cast of 50 people.

Race Relations Cluh
Active Organization
Jan Olson
The Race Relations Club is a
group whose existence is not well
known on the Rollins campus. It
is active and functions under its
president, Marcia Huntoon, and
its faculty advisor. Dr. King.
Meetings are called on Thursday
evenings in the Chapel conference
n for the purpose of furthering
better inter-racial conditions and
iderstanding.
One of this year's projects was
to encourage group discussions between the students of Jones' High
School and Rollins. Out of these
inter-racial gatherings other projects have arisen. A community
effort between students of J.H.S.
and Rollins is being made to reconstruct a cottage for a boys'
club. Another joint undertaking
to purchase a lot near Jones
High School, which will be used
for recreational purposes.
In order to see the committee
really in action, all students and
staff are invited to come to the
Annie Russell Theatre at 3 o'clock
May 15. This is Race Relations Sunday, and with such prospective features at the Hungerford
Choir and current racial movies, it
will be a program worth remembering. Anyone who is interested
this type of work should contact Dr. King, Marcia Huntoon, or
Sally Hidey.

Baroness Becomes
American Citizen
hTe Baroness van Boecup, believing that shegan better promote
ndly relations between Amerand France has become an
American citizen as of April 13.
n in Prance, but a citizen of
Holland through marriage, the
Baroness has been living here for
ne years.
Speaking
optimistically,
the
Baroness expressed faith in France
I citadel of democracy, stating
that France will not become communistic unless enslaved by RusAmerica she believes to be
the hope of the Western World
and the new leader of the fight
against totalitarianism; France is
too weak to lead the way as in the
ist.
The Baroness cited the identity
of American and French culture
and democratic principles as proof
of the strong bond between Amer-__ and France, and emphatically
declared that France will always
be the firm friend of America unless withdrawn under the iron
curtain.
Still strongly moved by the step
she has taken in adopting a new
country, the Baroness told of offering prayers at church the morning of the arrival of her final papers. The Baroness stated that
she has given the idea of Ameri(Continued on page 4)

Is this the last issue of the Sandspur? This question is lefore the
Student Publication Union and
keeping Ken Fenderson and his
staff up in the air. At ^present acThe senior class announced that cording to the latest financial reDr. Hamilton Holt, Rollins '49, has port the Sandspur has only enough
accepted an invitation to be com- money to cover the cost of this
mencement speaker. It was further announced that Baccalaureate
The Sandspur is appropriated
services wil Ibe held on Sunday,
?4,800. As large as this may seem
May 29, at 10:30 in the Chapel.
the total appropriations only cover
Class Day, May 31, at 4:30 in the
the cost of printing and the minCenter
Patio;
Commencement,
imum amount of cuts. TwentyJune 2, Thursday morning, at 10.
four issues are published during
The senior gift committee will the school year at $191.75 for
meet this week and expects to have printing alone. The editor is ala definite recommendation for the lowed approximately $200 for cuts
senior class meeting to be held on during the year. Cuts are reproApril 2. At this time they will ductions of pictures in metal used
decide what they will leave to Rolprinting. All other incidental
lins. The main suggeslyons on the costs, for equipment, telephone,
present list are: a 16 mm. pro- photographic equipment and saljector for use by all college deies must come from advertising.
partments and organizations; new
This year the Sandspur has reband uniforms; improvement of the
ived less advertising on an averBeanery public address system; a
se than was planned in making
donation to the Hamilton Holt up the budget balance. The estiScholarship Fund. This is a new mate of advertising possible in the
fund that is being built up for gen- old budget, was too high. The
eral aid to Rollins students to be' cost of cuts exceeded some $250
designated by the scholarship com- this past year than was expected,
mittee. All contributions to this with about §250 less advertising
fund will be matched by an anony- than the Sandspur had hoped for
mous donor.
compared to last year. The
A fifth suggestion is a picture cost of printing the Sandspur was
painted by departing art Profes- $300 more this year than 1947-48
sor Donald C. Greason of Kousse- and advertising rates did not cover
vitzky conducting the Boston Sym- this increase. Last year a column
was 50c and this year the
phonyOrchestra . This portrait
is a museum piece, and it is pro- rate was increased to 55c. Cirposed that if purchased, the pic- culation is so limited that it is difture be hung in the new library.' ficult to have an advertising rate
PresidcHt Holt admired this pic- which will cover all costs as is
ture and at his suggestion, Mr. done in the community newspaGreason had it displayed in Dyer pers. Consequently, the Sandspur
ore than $800 over its budget.
Memorial Hall for the past three
Part of this will be defrayed as
years.
the Student Council had decided
not to print the April 28 issue
while presenting the problem to
organizations.

To Give Address

Less Religion
O n Campus

A religious poll conducted by
the Sandspur in 1927 was repeated word for word by this paper to
trace the development of student
thinking on religion. 187 students
answered the poll in 1927 and for
ease in comparison the Sandspur
chose a random 187 answers from
this year's poll.
In 1927 178 answered yes as
against 7 no to the question, Do
you believe in God? Today the
vote is 160 yes, 25 no.
In 1927 162 answered yes and
17 no to the question. Do you believe in immortality? Today the
vote in 107 yes, 17 no.
In 1927 164 answered yes and 21
no to the question, Do you believe
that Jesus was divine? Today the
vote is 85 yes, 100 no.
In 1927 129 answered yes and
58 no to the question. Are you an
active member of any church? Today 80 yes, 101 no.
In 1927 173 answered yes and 14
no to the question. Were you
brought up in a religious home?
Today 139 yes 48 no.
In 1927 the Sandspur asked, Do
you think some form of religion is
a necessary element of life for the
individual and for the community? 184 answered yes and 3 no.
Today 155 say yes and 32 answer
Without drawing any conclusion
from the poll some comments
scrawled on the questionnaires
are reproduced. "If you're going
to conduct a poll be more specific
and scientific in your questions."
"These are ridiculous questions."
Others complained that their answers fell somewhere between yes
and no and felt that some uestions
could not be answered at all. Opin.
ions on God and religion were
gathered to augment the poll. One
person said, "If only man lived as
he claims he will in church; then
: church going would be an expression of Divine Truth. As it is

The printing cost of the Sandspur is approximately 25c per
each copy. The rate is high due
to the fact that there are only 800
copies printed per issue.
The situation now is that the
Sandspur has four more issues to
print. There will be no Sandspur
printed for Thursday, April 28,
while this question is being dei. There is a possibility the
Sandspur will also eliminate the
June 2 issue. This would leave
only three issues. This cannot be
determined, however, until the
council meets next Monday night.
A similar problem exists in the
Tomokan finances. The Tomokan
feels a deficit of over $600. The
reason for this is an unforseen
shortage of advertising through no
fault of the editor.
was suggested in Student
Council meeting that each student
be assessed $1 each to make up
for this deficit. This would leave
a $500 deficit for the Sandspur
(considering they printed the remaining issues) which would be
soaked up in next year's new budget. Also there is the alternative
having no' Sandspur at all for
the rest of the term and have the
Tomokan deficit soaked up in next
year's budget. This would mean
that the students would have the
Tomokan and not be assessed $1,
but would possibly pay a higher
registration fee next year.
There are a number of technicalities which further irritate the
Sandspur's financial problem. If
the Sandspur fails to print two
issues in a row it loses a free mail(Continued on page 2)
church and daily life are things
apart." Another commented, "I
feel that a belief in God especially
when expressed in church worship,
gives human beings a common
ground of understanding." Still
another comment "There is no conflict in my mind. Man and God
ar one. The more we truly help
our fellowman, the more we love
God.
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Psych. ProFs Thoughts
Mirrored on Ratting

"Indifference and ignorance
By Dick Glather
many of the students neglected,
Milton Schwartz
hand in hand." I trust most of my
learn the songs despite t'
One recent, cloudy afternoon I
"The students have been groping courts, pleadings, and entreai
fellow students wili follow along
decided to go to the conservatory
for school spirit, but they have When there was no rattin?
with that statement, and that
building to play the piano. Upon
failed
despite
their
concentrated
the reason for this discourse,
freshmen performed the fres]
Fairbanks Avenue
entering the building, I was greetyou will stay with it to the end effort because their entire method show on time and they had jusi^
Ken Fenderson ed with the sonorous measures of
I think some of the indilference of approach is psychologically good shows then as they do
Sinn B u r c h e r s
the third movement of Beethoven's
A n d y Tonii
and most of the ignorance (
Advertising Commissi
That was because the
Circulation Man I,K<
Eager to
A.lice Smith "Moonlight Sonata".
more politely, "lack of knowlIn this way John Murphey be- wanted to do it. Peoph
Dererk
Co-News Editors
McKiethan hear this wonderful musical exSports Editors
edge") can be cleared up. So here gan his explanation of the basis do better jobs when they
McHeneiny* Dii
UalliM Williams pression, I proceeded as quietly a^
Feature Editor
is where you may either stop read of the Alternate Plan to this Sand- do them, not when they are
Society Editor
Layout and Le ul LJi
possible to the center room of th
ing and remain with the curse of spur reporter.
to—not through fear of rei
Movie Reviews
conservatory which contains th
Photography Editor
indifference, or read on and learn
"You can't force a person to get tion."
concert
grand
piano.
As
I
reached
what World Federation
Artists
school spirit.
School spirit if
John, who is interested
the door of the room, I was im
larles Dawson, Harry I
about;.
immer, Robert Neuhaus
wrung out of a student once, will youth groups, and in the study
pressed by the tone quality of thi
First, the aim of the movement: always necessitate abortive efforts group psychology, continued,
Proofreaders
piano.
It
sounded
dreadfully
out
inn Lewis Turley, Juans
If you should ever see a stray It is not to snoop behind bush' in the future. They soon come to idea that the freshman is set
of tune. Yet, it was so long since
Rewrite
Polly Clark
I had heard a piano, I concluded dragon, reluctant or otherwise, and look under beds for "Reds associate compulsion with school by ratting instead of being
Play RevieTvs
seeking sanctuary on the campus, or to oust the Democrats, or give spirit. The whole idea of coop- to feel that he belongs, is no
my
ears
were
deceiving
me.
Nan Van Zile
Gerry Walker, Milto^n
Schw
beware brother Put off that coat the Negro the same rights
eration is destroyed when through to get a freshman to think
Features
The talented young artist who of mail and put your lance back whites. The only aim is to STOP threats or suggestions of punish- highly of his new environment
Morrison. Susuan Tat
Meg Smith, Nan
Mi Ito
•lent A
was delicately maneuvering the in the quiver! For that dragon WAR!
ment, you force a freshman to Rollins college.
The Altei
Marshall Ston
Betty Lou
piece through its exposition, seem- will have a protectress.
Nancy
Plan merits close attention,
Second, how do we expect to sing and shout about a school."
News Staff
ed to be having an interesting con- Butts is a one-woman version of accomplish it: This is where we
Murphy, John Whitemire, Edwi
Gracelyn Butt,
"What really is the primary dif- it was employed, we had a RoD^l
RonJ
"*
" '
Davis, Mary
iviarv Baily,
liauy, ivi
MiltonD^
versation with himself. It was the SPCA. Back in 1944 before split into two schools of thought.
Meg Smith,
ference between the Alternate Plan familj. The family vanished
Sports Departmem
not the oddity of such behavior Nancy went off to the wa
These two plans are called the and the Ratting P l a n ? " I asked. the appearance of the rat hat
Marge Watson
Bill Goldrick, Ralph Siedel, Nancy Mo:
which excited me, but rather, the she swears it wasn't because there "maximum" and "minimum" plans.
"The essence of the Alternate everything that it stands for. Gt
intense,
rapturous
monologue was only 20 men left on tl
the plan careful consideration
Member
This is the difference: as you
which issued from his grimacing pus, there was an outfit around might guess, it is a question on de- Plan, as distinguished from the it may yet effectively revive
^ P^ssociotGd G3lIe6iaiG FVess
mouth. At times I was able to this place called the ASTP (a'^k gree. The people that hold to the Ratting Plan, is to make school spirit at Rollins. Ratting has
spirit come from the new student,
catch
such
phrases
as:
"gorgeous!",
a
veteran,
he
may
remember).
The
Distributor of
stantly defeated its own ends.'
maximum would like to see somewhat one quality! superb instru- Sgt. of that outfit ordered all stray thing like this come to pass. To not because he has been forced,
In concluding, John remi
ment! etc. Suddenly this dynamic dogs taken off the campus and strengthen the United Nations to but because he has been treated
figure made a terribly noticeable shot. Nancy ordered that the Sgt, a state of world government, with respect and as a mature in- carefully, "Many other imponiJ
ESTABLISHED IN 1894 WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
dual ; because this new home colleges have come to rtn'
mistake. This was indeed strange, be shot. A compromise—just take where it would maintain the only
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and -pointed, weU-rounied yet many
for he was too accomplished a the dogs off into the scrub. Nancy military force and have limited away from home will allow him to and have voted to elimiii;
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name pianist to commit such a blunder.
:t as an adult."
ting."' It would be ironir
smiled. The dogs were back the powers in trade, etc. Then as this
implies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a 'peer, Moreover, he paid little attention
John continued, "We have lost lins, known as an educat
next day with a couple of buddies situation is gained it would, over
wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation; all tliese will be to the error. Again he made the
spirit
here at Rollins because we progressive college, were to til
they had picked up on the way. a period of time, assume whatever
found ufon investigation to be among ihe extraordinary qualities of same mistake; and then a third
Since then, and Nancy returned to other powers seemed necessary to were too eager to obtain it. In a step backward and reinstate "n
tfie Sandspur.
time. Yet, he was still not the the campus in 1947 after winning function more efficiently as a the years when there was no rat- ting." Although the Alternate PIi
least disturbed by these flaws. the war with the ATC in China- World Government.
ting, the freshmen, surrounded by group is a good cross-section)
After he concluded the piece, I be- Burma-India, she has sponsored
pleasant
upperclassmen,
s a n g the campus, we would like to hii
e students contributing ide«
The maximum philosophy runs along with them and learned all
gan speaking with him about the Witherspoon ,our goat mascot, two
piece of music, the composer, and rabbits
r songs and cheers in one aft- They may do this by seeing
named
Thumper
and something like this: They feel that
finally about the concert grand Bumper, saved from a lawnmower, in order to have a lasting peace it ernoon—without compulsion. These personally or addressing con»
piano. I asked him if he didn't two goldfish saved from Jack is necessary to have a more com; two ratting years, a great pondeTTce to P. O. Box No. 316.
believe it was slightly out of tune.
's Swallowing league, and two plete control over the different
countries.
In
other
words,
each
chickens saved from you-knowThursday, April 21
"Out of t u n e ? " he shrieked.
country will give up more of its
what.
7:00—Terulia, Casa Iberia.
"Great God, man, this piano has
sovereignty to a World Govern7_9;00 Dr. Selling, psychologist, will show slides, Sullivan House. the finest one quality you can find
Two seems to be her magic num- ment. The plan of these people
Everyone invited.
in the South!"
ber and blue is her favorite color, is to call a world-wide conference
Sunday, April 24
"Well, I must confess it sound- put them all together and it would in 1952 and have the delegates stay
10:30 Alpha Phi Lambda breakfast in honor of new student coun- ed differently to me," I remarked, make a good bet that she's going in session until they have comBy Ewing McAlleste
cil. All invited.
trying to cover up my absurd to marry an artist with a degree pleted a constitution for world
We started.
1:30—Horse Show, Dubsdread Country Club,
faux pas.
and have two little artists. (For government that is acceptable to
Tuesday, April 2S
"Who on earth is that beast!
"Don't you realize," he con- them that want a safe bet, that's all. Then this constitution is pre- or Are We Educating Our Boysi
7:00—First Class in Parliamentary procedure.
questioned every astonished ,
tinued, "that these pianos mellow what the palm-reader said.) Don sented to all the countries for rat7:30—R.S.S. Alumnae House.
By Dallas Williams
tator of the recent Miami toum
with age—the same as wine? Why Emery is that artist but he has ification. When two-thirds of them
8:15—"Macbeth", Annie Russell Theatre.
they are so particular about these two years to go at the University ratify it it would become law. The
The fast pace of living these ment, as they saw a figun
Wednesday, April 27
pianos that there is an order for- of Florida for that degree. Mean- delegates for the convention are days drives many hopelessly frus- onto a tennis court in a lizzu4 i
-Senior Meeting (Assembly period).
hile, Nancy is burning up the not appointed by each individual
bidding them to be tuned."
trated
patients to my door, but one like fashion. The audien
-Phi Beta initiation in Chapel.
"You mean these pianos are road every week-end to her home government but rather they are to was carried in recently that caused gaping at a peroxided bloni
:15—"Macbeth", Annie Russell Theatre.
n Ormond Beach. It just so hap- be elected by the people on a free
never t u n e d ? "
me to worry more than usual. The
wore two enormous blotches
pens that Don's home is next door ballot with one delegate to every
"Never!"
universality of his problem is at
one million people.
UNASSUMING, YET MIGHTY
"I noticed," I politely continued, in Daytona Beach.
once apparent, as may be judged fuchsia flowers on either side
Nancy is one of the few people
her head. The flowers were
" a few keys do not play at all."
by
our
conversation:
(Tho
boy
Well, there it is. Either pli
Will Rogers once said, "I only know what I read in the
"Naturally, and because of this, still living (on the campus) whose has its good and bad points. Both regained consciousness only long large that they almost hiil '
newspapers."
untrained listeners will conclude lame is in the 'Walk of Fame', come within the realm of Student enough to relate these few threads swept hir-do. When she I •
What other way are you to know ? Who won what softthe made that back in the good old
ball game? What students received honors in what? What we are making mistakes—but they Robbie's was dingy, beat-up, ini- World Government. There seems by which I hope to untangle his play, the interested ;i i,
to be only one reason at this point perplexing case.)
policy the administration is taking for or against whom? are wrong."
watched the flashy, fuchsia llu
tial-carved, dirty, sneak a dance— why they won't work. That rea"How
do
you
mean?"
"Doc,
I've got an inferiority clusters dive for backhands i
Which sorority or frat is active in which function? Who
but did it have atmosphere!" days.
can be found by asking your- complex."
the next President of Rollins will be? What is Rollins' "My dear sir, it appears you Also she is in those 'bloomer girl'
forehands as Shirley Fry ran
know
little
about
music.
When
self
one
question.
What
am
I
do"Well, .that's not too unusual.
outlook for next year? Why? More economizing? Higher
newsreels with which they pad the ing to try to stop another
Beethoven wrote piano music
When did you first become aware
tuition? Veteran's position?
cilessly. The crowd becan
it for the clavichord. The intellectual (You gotta pay to get Now multiply your answer by of, t h i s ? "
Whether students realize it or not Thursday is the wrote
clavichord, besides other things, in!) movies at the Annie Russell.
"It started when I entered class- more entertained when this ex
summing up. Written good or bad the "Spur" mirrors the had a range of about two octaves Nancy is third from the left in the '.3% of the world population anc
character
daintily removed
es
at
Rollins."
e
how
secure
you
feel.
week's developments in politics, policy, and gossip.
chorus—oops—folkdance.
"Any classes in particular?"
One last thing by way of sugbaby pink angora sweatei', then
Whether it is important or not it is the only focal point less than the modem pianofort
Nancy has a great deal of fam"What does that signify?"
gestion. Why don't you join the
"No, just where there are girls." upon exposing her bulging uu'
for observation of student interest.
ily pride. One of the Hubbard
"Simply that these mode
student World Government group
"That's very interesting. Do you
Are you going to lose it?
fF which terminated where h
pianos have too large a range for boys, Henry, a maternal great- on campus? The cost is $1.50 a have the same reaction when you
Is it worth paying for?
his pieces, and consequently they uncle, introduced the water Hya- year, and it might turn out to be encounter these girls outside of corset-tight shorts began. Wh
The price has risen—like the price of printing, paper,
going got tough for this befl
i forced to tear out about cinth to Florida much to the de- the very best investment you ever the classroom?"
and ink.
light of flower lovers and sniffers
ty contestant, she paused frequfll
sixteen keys. This piano has J
But it has not risen out of proportion to the value is keys, but only 72 are playable.' As this delicate bloom has choked made. If you have any questions "No, it's just when I see them ly to comb falling hair straai
come and see me—Hugh Davis, or sitting there, knowing they . . .
serves.
[ow did they know what keys most of the navigable waters of Kelly Emery, or Marcia Huntoon. belong. They have a . . . a pur- back into place. She clima
Payment for the privilege is small—loss of the privilege
Florida, bills for dredging may be
n Shirley had her 5-0. At Hi
to tear o u t ? "
A worth-while book to read is pose. Doc. They're doing somemay hurt.—K.E.F.
"They didn't. They just took forwarded to Kappa Kappa Gam- "Anatomy of Peace" by Emery thing useful, they're concentrating, moment, the New York Poffe"
pliers and snapped every fifth ma Sorority of which Nancy was Reves, only 275 pages of not too and I . . . I can only feel inferior." model whipped out the snazcfl
scholarship chairman.
pair of white-rimmed sun glaJ*
hard reading. It's worth while.
NOW IS THE TIME
"Can't you concentrate t o o ? "
had ever seen. Though the t
One of Nancy's main delights is
You mean it didn't make any
"Not like they do. Why, the
"My only regret upon looking back over my term of difference which wires were cut music. Lucky girl! Her room is
appropriate apparel of this V^
other day half the ceiling fell oflT
office as President of Rollins is that I was never able to and which weren't?"
donna no doubt disturbed Shirley
just above Dyer Memorial and she artistic attempt. (Only the first
of one of our better buildings, Lymake fraternities and sororities such that they would inNo, just as long as they broke is lulled to sleep during her after- six canvases can be considered man Hall, it was, and the girl next concentration, the latter won tk
clude all who wanted to be included." This was one of two octaves or 16 keys."
match easily. When the two eo"
noon nap by band practice and true Ultras.)
to me didn't even stop to look up
The
idea
of
the
group
grew
out
Prexy's reminiscent remarks heard by students in one of
testants were leaving the gTi*
'And are all the pianos here ir the tinkle of the piano (tuning).
for a minute."
his group visits which have been held in his home this term.
stands, Shirley's opponent saids*
She thinks so much of this musi- of a curiosity as to the newer
! same condition?"
"Well, the thing for you to do
glad the match had not last*
cal effort that she plans to endow trends in painting, as explained by
Need this regret be an actuality ? It need not!
'Of course."
is to ask for the secret of such
For fraternities we have three groups on campus which
'I also noticed," I continued a floating bandshell to be anchored Mr. Greason to some of his non- undivided attention. Why don't you long so she could scamper home'
prepare for her more import*^
in the middle of Lake Virginia so a'rtists. *Some of the more courahold no prejudice as to race, religion, or creed. Two of these
[ese pianos are very loud."
hare her book or something, so
ght life. As she left the P»^
welcome stray Greeks regardless of what their Pins might
What do you expect? You have that all can come to appreciate geous were fired with a desire to you can be doing exactly what she
a hundred eyes followed her, *
these musical renderings as has explore the unknown, and so, smile
signify.
to hear the music, don't you?'
on
face
and
easel
on
back,
they
if
thanking this creature for *
she.
This was a step toward which Prexy strived.
"I suppose so."
There has been no such step to meet the problem of "Besides, you have to train your To close the account, she is a were off. Taltnt was not neces- "But that's just it. Doc, I never tertaining them for a solid h*^
"non-belongers" among the wbmen students. Every soror- ears to their gorgeous musical member of the "R" Club, Tarpon sary, in fact, it is frowned upon. n. I just have to sit uselessly, We'd have given our ten*
arms to have seen what she •^ ^
ity on campus (with a few technical red-tape exceptions) quality . . . Why don't you go back Club, and Student Council. To re- The possibilities are endles, as and squirm, and feel inferior."
"You mean you can't r e a d ? "
going to wear to the night '
hold barriers as to R.R. or C , and none offers friendship to id read about these things?'
capitulate, we quote Nancy, "I'm their motto seems to be, "If you
one who might have pledged a loyalty to some other' fraternal Taking his advice, I did go back a sort of non-entity. I don't do can see it, fine. If you can't see "Hell no, I mean I can't knit. that night—if she wore anytt*
Argyles, that is!"
it, paint it."
at all!
order.
and I did read about these things. sensational things."
The common cause toward which
Does this necessitate action? It does!
| I have been practicing a month in
all this labor is directed is the
B y o r i g i n a t i n g a m o n g t h e w o m e n a s i m i l a r o r g a n i z a - 1 the padded cubicles of the conGrand Exhibit, which is to take
t i o n s u c h a s X C l u b o r A l p h a P h i L a m b d a w e w o u l d b e d o i n g servatory, and I have also trained
pla cebefore the end of the term.
justice to ourselves and our school and lessen the distaste by ears to the gorgeous musical
Harper's has been designated as
which is also felt in other mouths than Prexy's.
qualities of the pianos. I have
the gallery, and naturally, each
We wait to encourage the development of such an or- trained my ears—I have trained
masterpiece must be framed in a
ganization—if I'm granted the right to print our precious my ears—I have trained my ears
Dr. Holt said one time in casual bringing the Kingdom of F^
A new group has sprung up on suitable liquor advertisement. To
"Spur"!~K.E.F.
—I have trained my ears—Whee—
ir fertile campus. But unlike
winner, who is selected purely conversation something like this: have worn thin and brool'
"Adults are wise and in their wismany others, this one grinds
the masis of merit, (brand of
meagre results. The prophets
Tomokan this year.
Financial Shakeup—
for the Tomokan and have the ToI axes, propounds no theories, frame is positively no object), will dom know what is possible and
They will be asked to vote on mokan's deficit soaked up in next
(Continued from page 1)
what is impossible. But young visions of young people must so''
and gossips no gospel. Its sole
awarded appropriate refreshwhether to:
year's budget. This would pos- purpose it to unleash the creative
people not knowing what is impos- er—not later—come up wi'
ing privilege which it enjoys thru
1. Continue printing the Sand- sibly encourage a higher registra- nergies of its members, who mod- ment by all the other exhibitors. sible often accomplish it." To be
answers.
J
All interested in becoming one
the postal services through a com- spur and have next year's appro- tion fee for next year.
sure it is hard to draw a line bestly call themselvs the UltraI would very much like to T
plimentary publication exchange priated budget soak up the $600
The question is whether to pay Primitives. Not everyone can be of this group may apply to Box. tween youths and adults. There
what contribution the studentsj
to its owner, who isprobably
with other schools. If they lose deficit which would exist at the a small amount now and have the
are really no separate generations, Rollins can make to this quest*!
an Ultra-Primitive. *The requirethis privilege there is a $75 bond end of the term;
privilege of both the Tomokan and ments consist of an abounding en- at the gallery right about this for one is always passing from one
"What can religion contribute'
they must put up to regain the
2. Have no Sandspur at all un- the Sandspur; or, pay a higher thusiasm for art, and a sworn time anyway.
to the other and the transition is ward making our civilization *
right.
til next year's budget will permit registration fee next y6ar and still statement that this is your first
seldom made all at once. Most of industrial life more humai"^
The question which tbe student the "Spur" to go to press again; have the privilege of tbe two pubAlpha Phi Lambda fraternity us grow up only in spots.
This is the subject of the Raos*
groups will vote on Monday night
3. Assess the studerits $1 for lications. If the students do not
There has been no mention ef
will give brealtfast Sunday
It is a well worked cliche that Prize Essay contest. $50 wi» ^
and be decided by the Student the Tomokan, have no Sandspur, want to pay they will have the 'hether the students will be re- morning in honor of new studivided amongst the 3 ^^'^ f,
our
fathers
have
failed
in
most
Council is whether the students and thereby eliminate the deficit Tomokan but will not have the funded any money if they do not dent council. It will be held in
everything except begetting this who present the best papers,
want to pay for the privilege of entirely from next year's budget;! Sandspur until next year'
receive the remaining issues of the Alumni House. All invited!
brilliant younger set. But it does says must be in the Chapel
having both the Sandspur and the
4. Not assess the students $1 budget is appropriated.
Sandspur,
seem true that all the old ways of by 5 p m. on Friday, May 6.
Winter Park, Florida, nder tiie act
Subscription Price: B
(12 weeks), $2.50 for t
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X Club Weekly
We find by a glance around us
The X Club is very happy to announce the pledging of Dick Wil- that this week, activities save for
one party, have narrowed from;
Easter brought glad tidings to group endeavor to personal acobese Bob Smathers. The Easter complishment.
By Gracellen Butt
By Fred Taylor
First we find Jim, "nervous tenbunny came in the form of Jan
You probably don't realize iti Rehearsals have started in earAlpha Phi Lambda
Kappa Kapers
Phi Mu Doings
Patten and the glad tidings came sion" Lister, deeply involved in but Rollins is just alive with forFred Rogers' new Nocturne was
nest this week on the Independent
New
.\ctives
the
arduous
labor
of
being
the
Easter week end found many of
in the form of a little yellow duck.
mer service pilots. Among the Show. Dick Richards Tias done
introduced last week a t the MarAlpha Omega Chapter of Phi The obese one has converted the campus' No. 1 maker of water skis.
most prominent in aviation circles
garet Bell recital. The Nocturne, j the Kappas vacating the campus
e very fine music and, aided
Mu takes pleasure in announcing second floor of Gale Hall into a Says Jim of this work, "Dahh-it
now are Phil Howland, Jack North- with the lyrics of Noel French, the
played on muted violin strings, for other parts. Billie took oflf
the initiation of seven new actives: poultry farm. Don't be alarmed sure is hard straightening out
rup, Fred Taylor and Ernie Vin- show promises to go over with a
was performed by Fred McFalls, Thursday for one of her famous
Mary Frances Bailey, Barbara Ag- if Bob comes up and asks you how them barrel staves."
trips
to
North
Carolina.
Mousie,
cent. They form the "Delta Chi
for whom Rogers had written the
nes Bower, Hester Ashmead Davis, to tell a hen from a drake, how
Then, there's the poor man's Crew". Phil and Jack are pilots, bang.
piece. McFalls played the Noc- Dot, and Martha went to Palm
Catherine Dix Johnson, Robin many eggs you can get a day from Salvador Dali, John ShoUenbergFred is an observer (former Navy
turne as an encore to the selec- Beach for the week end and we
Chadwick Merrill,
Phyllis Joan a duck, and how many eggs you er, who has channeled his genius
expect
to
see
them
return
looking
man) and Ernie is a fiig-ht entions he had performed to assist
Monday saw the initiation of
Rick, Irma Helen Schaefer. The can use within the next two into the field of portrait painting.
gineer. Don't know what they
Maggie Bell in her recital. The like Indians. Mary drove up to
ne new members to Theta Alweek preceding initiations had a months. If the hen tums out to We are sure that if success de"observe" but seems to be an AT-6
concert was well performed, and Daytona to visit Tee Stanley and
pha
Phi, the National Honorary
courtesy
day,
spend-the-night,
be a drake, a duck dinner is in pends upon detail, and meticulous or AT-11 always circling over SoMargaret, Fred and the Nocturne is going to drag Tee back with
attention to correct form, he will rority Row. Phil had quite a thrill Dramatic fraternity which has its
her. Nancy and Marnee were hav- and serenade campus breakfast order.
were well received.
Gamma
Chapter here. The new
succeeded.
In
his
endless
striving
iing a wonderful time in Miami, so for the new actives. All this was
The Gale Hallers had a little getsome time ago. He landed comRobert McCue flew to St. Petmembers are: Betty Pottinger,
topped off Sunday night with a together out, at Sanlando, and as for perfection, he has now accumwe heard.
pletely blind at MacDill Field,
ersburg and back again on SaturMary DeLano, Jerry Honaker,
banquet dinner at Marge Garapic's always, a good time was had by ulated 47 portraits' of the same
Enjoying
themselves
on
the
X
Tampa, using the GCA (Ground
day night. He stopped off in TamDick Hill, Pat May, Pearl Jordan,
lovely lakeside home.
person.
all, in a gentlemanly fashion.
Control Approach). He couldn't
pa and Lakeland on the way back. Club picnic Saturday night were
Miss Apperson gave all the new We believe the daisy of the week
Also endeavoring to make a see the ground at all, but thanks Jack Belt, Virginia Estes and Jinx
There was 40 to 50 miles of visi- C. P. and Marty, Sally and Bobby, actives a party last Wednesday
Sheketoff.
name
for
himself,
is
C.
Parker
goes to Mason Wharton. A few
to the competent GCA operator he
bility all the way. It was such Pat and Harry.
with ice cream, cake and all the days ago Mason came running in Simpson. He hopes to capture flrst made a perfect landing. He says
These people gained their memgood flying that the next day Bob Some of those who fled to the trimmings.
place in the fishing contests He the operator was "very good" bership through hard work and
shouting,
"It
weighed
six
and
a
beach
this
week
end
were:
Bev,
took up Richard Johnson in his
Our new Phi Mus, Barbara Bow- half pounds, it weighed six and a uses only the best equipment, which is high praise from "Lu- long hours spent in the theatre,
Marty, Sally, Martha L., Gloria,
plane.
Jean, and C P . It's almost become er, Barbara Lee Davis, and Robin half pounds!" Knowing what a spends many hours in practicing
not only as actors, but as crew,
Pelican duet was Bill Carmel
a contest to see who can acquire Merrill, celebrated Easter by fishing hound Mason is, we, of his casts, and now subscribes to
Attention all Rollins students! construction, props, lighting and
and Betty Garrett. Paul Binner
spending Saturday night with us course, thought it was a record "Field and Stream", "Hunting and
the darkest tan.
all of the hundreds and one things
You
are
eligible
to
be
a
senior
returned from his tennis team
Judy Clancey, Jean's sister, has in Fox Hall. Not much left of breaking large mouth bass. In or- Fishing", and "Outdoors" mag- member of the Civil Air Patrol. it takes to get a show on. Altournaments in Miami. Stanley
that Easter cake Barbara brought der to be sociable one of the girls, azines. He uses and favors "plugs"
though the number of "points" it
This
organization
is
under
t^ie
Rudd is seeing more of his folks been spending her spring vacation . . . yummy!!!
Scottie Witherell, through the use but has been having ti-ouble with Army and did grand work chasing takes to get in to Theta Alpha
now. They've come down here and with us and we will certainly hate
Easter Holidays had several of a loudspeaker managed to get our "upstairs house mother" Don
Phi is kept a secret, careful record
submarines
during
the
war.
They
are contemplating buying a house to see her go.
girls away, Mary DeLano and above Mason's loud bass voice and Brinegar, who contends that they
have openings in communications, of all the work of any kind done
and establishing permanent resiBeverly Cotter were off to Sara- ask him if he had caught the six should be left in the sink.
photography, first aid, target prac- in the Fred Stone or Annie Russell
dence.
The Costello-Frederick
Delta Chi News
sota; Franny Maring with her and a half pounder on a flyrod and
The chapter would like to take
tice, etc. Girls are eligible also. Theatres is kept by the staff and
wedding will take place May 12
Fraternity elections in the Del- family in St. Pete; while Olga what lake did he catch the monster this opportunity to invite the en- You don't have to be a pilot, but members are admitted accordingly.
in the Knowles Memorial Chapel.
ta Chi living room last week were Llano's parents visited her here, in. After turning several shades tire student body to our annual all pilots who are CAP members
climaxed by a nice cool plunge she's been boasting that she is of light blue and green Mason col- book burning ceremony, to be held can fly the CAP ship for $2.50 an
K.A.T.'s Meow!
in the lake by Joe Friedman, as- the proud little mother of a wis- lapsed on the floor. We all knew May 29 at the flagpole. Contribu- hour. Here's a great opportunity
Those of you who intend to
J.B.
dom tooth. Congratulations Olga, Mason would do anything for a tions for the fire will be gratefully
Between the cackling of young sisted by members of the fratern- you new sage. Joanne Endriss' laugh, but after he had lain there accepted (call 9157) as four pro- to serve your country and get write requesting summer stock pochickens and the thumping of ity. Joe sure must have been family came as an Easter surprise for several hours and missed both fessors will be burned in effigy. some flying time too. The next sitions had better get your mailDana's Easter bunny (compliments eager to go swimming because he spending the day together at Cy- of his art classes some of the boys A buffet supper will be served im- meeting is at 8 o'clock at Munic- ing lists and start to work pretty
ipal Airport in Orlando.
soon. It is along about now that
of Charlie), the Thetas have man- didn't even bother to take his shirt press Gardens.
began to get suspicious. Through mediately following, the main
One of the outstanding civilian Summer Stock managers begin reaged to continue their bridge and trousers off. The occasion was
Mrs. Starkey Duncan, National the use of smelling salts and am- course to be barbecued pledge, and
Joe's
retirement
from
the
presipilots on campus is Bob McCue. cruiting for the coming season.
games in the living room. Some
Inspector of Phi Mu, from Nash- monia he was revived 17 hours roast leg of effigy.
dency.
He has 620 hours total and owns There is a complete list of all the
of the lovely Thetas received flowville, Tenn., has been visiting Al- later. We then found out that the
We closed the week resoundingThe new ofliicers for Delta Chi
Summer Stock companies in the
ers from their sweeties on Easter
pha Omega Chapter this week. A six and a half pound monster was ly with a patio party which drew his own plane, a red and cream
Day; some of us didn't (unquote). are as follows: president, Harold College Tea was given in her honor a brand new baby boy, who will be thousands, most of which kept Cessna. I'm sure you've all seen country in the April 13 issue of
Variety. There is a record numit
over
school.
Last
summer
he
The tennis representatives from Betzold, replacing Joe Friedman; on Monday afternoon.
soon singing bass in the X Club flying around the lights. The high
KAT haven't arrived home from vice president, Jack Sayers, re- The Pelican these past two weeks choir with his father. As Mason point of the evening was gather- flew to Alaska and has flown to ber of new stock companies going
Miami as yet, but we are ready to placing Sam Burchers; secretary, ends had Nancy Burgess with Co- came to, Glenn Barrington, with ing of the entire assembly by the Florida from Chicago three times. up all over the country and the
Ralph
Pernice,
replacing
Jack
He's a boy with a lot of good ex- chances for jobs are better than
greet them with open arms. They
lin Cameron from Harvard and an air of authority and a puff of roadside to throw rocks in the
did a fine job according to all re- Northrop; treasurer, Frank Scott, Harry Baldwin with Mary Bailey. his Hava Tampa, said, "He don't Lambda Chis' back yard. This we perience and should go a long way. they have been for a long time.
replacing Phil Howland; corresIncidentally,
he soloed on his 16th
ports.
This foursome have been seen at know nothin'yet!" All of the Club did as a token of appreciation for
inexperienced pilots. Find out first
A few of the group held a soft- ponding secretary, Pred Taylor, Dubs and Robbies for the past two join in congratulating Mr. Whar- their sincere interest in our en- birthday!
The purpose of this column is to how much room you need for your
ball practice this wek end in prep- replacing Dick Schatz.
weeks. Colin, Harry's cousin, was ton and sending their best wishes tertainment. We also are sure
We offer our heartiest congratuaration for the challenge game
spending the Spring Vacation here. to Mrs. Wharton. Excuse me. Es- that the expense committee thanks promote aviation at Rollins. There particular aircraft. It's a grand
with the Kappas. Everyone in the lations to the new officers and our Norma Jean Thaggard with L.D. quire.
them. We seldom have to use our are a lot of ex-pilots and poten- place to picnic and go swimming.
house is looking forward to the sincerest thanks to the outgoing Bachette and Rima Shaw with Otis
Jerry Cabrie, ex-Army pilot and
own radio any more. The serious 'tial pilots here and Florida has
game; it will be a lot of good fun ones for doing a swell job.
part of the evening took place good weather and plenty of air- sprayer, has a PT-17 equipped with
Mooney went picnicing with the
Lambda Chi News
ports.
You
can
have
a
lot
of
fun
for all concerned. We have alspraying
equipment for sale, $1,when
our
commander,
Clyde
StevX Club at Sanlando Saturday
By Thos. Larsen
ready sent out two or three spies
Alpha Phi Phun
ens, presented our house mother, flying. For example, Ollie Smith, 200.
night. L.D. nd N.J. made a nice
Zounds! Charlie Brakefield has
to find out who is the KKG's seBarbara Fiedelson has five hours
couple sporting off to Chapel Eas- won a chess game! When three or Mrs. Marshall, with the traditional a private pilot, 20 years old flies
We suspect that there was a
cret weapon.
Sigma Nu Mother's pin as a sym- down to Bradenton and Sarasota a solo but hasn't flown in some time.
ter, or did you notice?
four "brothers" molested and disGinny "The Call of The Wild" run on the infirmary this week.
One of the Independents in our tracted his opponent, Charlie, sly bol of our gratitude for putting lot. He has also been to Anna How about trying for a private,
Harr is still lulling us to sleep Ah, yes, we were represented. house, Mary Sinclair, is flashing
up with us. At the same time, he Maria Key, a small key off Br*den- Barbara ?
as a pregnant Jaboffie, whipped a
with her busy typewriter (term Thank you, Joe Swicegood, for not a huge engagement ring from Jack
Frank Ledgerwood got his pripresented Brother Ken Flowers ton, the spot where "On An Island
pawn into the last row and checkpapers, she says). On the other charging taxi fare. The Purple Hall, her Orlando Bo'. Congratvate in February from Showalter.
with a wedding present. The eve- With You" was filmed. Ther.
mated the daring slob that was
hand Alice "The Strenuous Life" Heartburn Cluster goes to Kay ulations!
Ralph Sidell has five hours dual
ning closed with Chaplain "Tight a strip there 1,200 feet long and
silly enough to try to beat "The
and
Phillis,
whose
smiles
(or
is
landings shouldn't be attempted by and will solo soon.
Smith is still trying to prove to
Miss Margaret Bell gave her Biggest Chess Loser of All Time". Tonsils" Natolis pronouncing the
Mikky that she didn't spill the ink that lockjaw ?) in the face of crip- junior recital at the Winter Park
benediction.
So what! «rhat ain't all . . .
on her bedspread. Detective Whea- pling misfortune have proved the Woman's Club with a massive
theory,
"Don't
pamper
it,
walk
on
Lee
Smith
asked
Jerry
Murphy
ton is trying to solve the mystery
audience. Her beautiful voice had what to do about a cribbage point
Gamma Phi Phun
J. C A L V I N M A Y
T A Y L O R ' S
of "who took the grease out of it."
us spellbound, so we're sending . . . Ha! Lee invented the game!
Congrats go to the Pi Phis for
Miss Doris Jensen of the swingJEWELER
her raincoat"—also, the case of
you "Red Roses for a Marvelous (The Garpheimer has beaten me a grand Plantation Ball—the butPHARMACY
the missing bobbin, or who bor- ing tennis racket descended upon Performance" via this column
ler was very good. The smell of
rowed Nancy's sewing machine? Miami for a week. She is now the Maggie, to add to the love bou- 36 times in the last week).
Prescriptions — Drugs
Don't come near any of the that roasting ham was delicious
Will let you know the outcome in color of cinnamon toast—and in- quets you already have.
Distinctive
Jewelry
Gift
if
you
got
a
seat
near
it.
Many
Lambda Chi Bezzball players befinitely more desirable to our hunnext week's journal.
Our thanks to the Independent cause they just beat KA for their Gamma Phis found their way out
for Mother's Day
gry eyes.
FREE DELIVERY
Women for the lovely Sunrise third win in a row . . . there's no there to dance and enjoy that tasty
Also
responding
to
the
call
of
Chi O Cut-Ups
food.
Next to Britt's Electric
the Peep South was Joan Stein- Breakfast. It was wonderful to stopping the hard-playing, hard102
Park Ave., N.-Winter Park
A big Easter week end and sevWe are proud to announce the
metz, who paid a week end call on have an early pickup after Chapel. hitting sons of . . . L-Chi.
eral welcomed visitors added to the
Phone 891
Phone 603
James M. was very present at initiation of Lee Gibson on April 352 Park Ave.
that brother-rrrrrrffffff—of hers.
holiday spirit. Jan Ott's sister,
Independent FUBAR
a party at 8. L's last Saturday 11. We would also like to anLouie has gone Oriental on us
Mary, is with us, and Jean's Jerry
Newly elected Independent of- nite. Ably assisting in holding nounce our new officers for the
.
.
.
also
may
be
seen
mumbling
and Dixie's Rich came for the
coming year:
president. Dee
fragments of Omar Khayyam. ficers are: Nancy Neide, president; them up and together was G. F.,
week end."
Blakemore; vice president, Cathy
What will the Maharajah of Mur- Ann Turley, vice president; Har- B. J., D. M. (who won $12), and
Saturday night found Aggie and
Sorey; recording secretary, Nancy
phydor say ? We were very proud ritt Clemence, secretary; Cynthia scores of other lovelies including
Phyl at the Lambda Chis party,
Flavell; corresponding secretary,
of her on all accounts. Should we Carll, treasurer. Pat Burgoon is our most sherished president.
and Kit, Betty, Jean, Ginger, Jan,
There is no stopping our bright Mary Lee Aycrigg, and treasurer,
reward her by coming to song again intramural representative;
and Helen enjoying delicious chickLois Denburg and Edith Shultz are boys . . . we is original plus . . . Edna Baldwin.
practice ?
en at the Sigma Nus' wonderful
Last Wednesday found us all
council
representatives get in while you can because our
Congratulations are in order. student
barbecue. I t was all cooked by
with Mary Sinclair and Gail Has- own Rollins . . . "Pyramid" will be gathered for a birthday party for
those versatile White Star boys' That is the purtiest five-armed tings as alternates.
Piis
and Monica. Monica joined
coming
your
way
soon
.
.
.
All
star we've seen in many a day,
own hands, too!
ROLLINS
FISHERMEN!
Bette. How many months did you Connie, Teddy McKay Jinx, and proceeds will be given to "The her folks in Fernandian to further
Kit and Ginger started Sunday
Montine went swimming at Rock Foundation for Lonesome, Lewd, celebrate the great day. Let's
say?
morning off with an egg h u n t have more birthdays, the parties
Springs Sunday. Teddy, the sec- Lacivious Larynxes".
A
li'l
blond
may
be
seen—if
you
that Easter bunny really came
are fun!
ond Sarah Vaughn, is visiting her
Keddy On!
Have that "big one" entered in our fishing contest
through for you boys—didn't he, look quick enough—streaking up cousin, Connie for a few days.
the crumbling stairs of Lakeside
Bob and Notie?
Pat Taylor, Jane Chapman, and
on alternate half hours. Her com—it might win a valuable prize!
VOIGHTLANDER
CAMERA
Sally
Hare
deserted
Cloverleaf
for
Pegram's
Shell
ment is always the same—Pleeez,
with case .Skopar f 4.5 lens;
Independent Women
can't anyone go on a blind date? Saturday and Sunday at their reCompur shutter. Size SVix
Service Station
Drop in at 160 Park Ave., N., for further information
Mystery of the Week: Where
4'/j pack. 417 Daniels St.,
What you need, Marilyn, is a fe- spective homes.
has Lois Denburg been keeping
Orlando, after 6 P.M. Phone
Lillian, who has just returned
male escort service. Please note
Phone 3-4881
herself lately? Between Joe Fried.3-1630.
line forming to the right. 'No, you from Mexico, spent Easter with
man, all and Otis, she's certainly
Ellie
in
Tampa.
eager thing, behind
proving the old-age proverb "Variety is the spice of life", eh Lois?
Connie Hubbard's blonde cousin
Teddy from Marblehead, Mass.,
came in with a big Easter surprise
—Real Monkey Business—Have
FOR BETTER
vou met "Carmiehael"?

PROPWASH

Whee! The People

Ad

Lib Corner

Winter Park Sport Shop

DALLAS BOWER COLLEGE GARAGE
Have us "tune up" your car for the warm weather.

Johnson's

Barbershop
210 W. FAIRBANKS

WINTER PARK

across from the Colony

lohr-lea shop
-^

Claire McCardell Dresses

if

New Shipment of
Carolyn Schnurer
Bathing Suits

—DRY CLEANING
—LAUNDERING
at LOWER COST!

Grover Morgan
Diamonds - Watches
Next to Bank Building
Winter Park
SINGLETON'S
GULF SERVICE
.Across from the Rollins Campus
PHONE 357

BILLINGHAM'S
SERVICE

STANDARD
STATION

That Coat that's too large
Those Pants too small
Bring 'em in TODAY
Frank can Fix 'em all

Complete line of Atlas Automotive Accessories
THE
DIRECTLY ACROSS THE CAMPUS

TOGGE

RY

it's the

LAUNDERETTE
161 W. FAIRBANK S

WINTER PARK

0 LLIN S

FOUR

X Club, Lambda Chi Face fiOLLINS SWEEPS
Softball Intramurars
TWO GAME SERIES
Kappa Alpha 5, Independents 3
The KAs won a hard-fought victory from the Independents last
week in the Intramural Softball
league, 5 to 3. The victors jumped
out to an early lead and were never
headed. The Independents came
back in the later stages of the
game and threatened to score an
upset but they fell short of their
goal. G. W. Mooney excelled for
the victors while Mick Haworth
stood out for the Independents.
X Club 15, Delta Chi 2
Last Wednesday the X Club kept
a flrm hold on flrst place with an
easy victory over the hapless Delta Chis. Led by Happy Clark who
pounded out two home runs the
Club completely outclassed the
men from Gale Hall. The game
marked the appearance of Colonel
Ed Motch a t second base for the
Club. The Colonel has just returned from Arizona where he
failed to make the grade with Lou
Boudreau's Cleveland Indians. This
was the fourth straight victory of
the season for the X Club.
Lambda Chi 7, Kappa Alpha 2
The Lambda Chis jumped off to
an early lead last Thursday and
before the dust had settled on
Sandspur Bowl they had won
themselves a ball game from the
KAs.
They exploded for four runs
in the first inning and were never
headed thereafter, breezing in to
victory on the graceful pitching of
Dick P a r t y . The losers never quite
got started though in several
frames they had baserunners in

Crew Sweeps
Lake Maitland
Varsity Smashes Course
Record with Time
of 4:42 2/5
By Pete Sholley
Last Saturday, an injury weakened, flu riddled Rollins Crew managed to pull itself together long
enough to explode a record of seven years standing, and best the
new record for the mile which
stands at 4:42 2/5, shaving 3/5 of
a second from the 1942 mark.
Conditions for the race were
favorable in that a tail wind helped push the lads over the course,
but this was partially offset by
ehoppy water..
Rollins jumped both crews on
the start, and by the halfway mark
had built up a three-quarter length
lead on Marietta and an even
length on Southern. At the threequarter mark Southern made a
desperation bid which the Tars
held off, but which brought them
up even with Marietta. The crews
held this order until the finish
when Bib Sam upped the stroke to
a 38, leaving Marietta and Southern two lengths behind, in a dead
heat for second place.
The JV race represented a big
boost to the morale of Brute Granberry and his Sugar Daddies too,
for they tromped the same Southern JV crew that left them five
lengths behind at the Southern
Founders Day Regatta.

Softball Standings
Won
Lost
0
X Club
4
0
Lambda Chi __ 3
2
Kappa Alpha 2
Sigma Nu
1
1
Independents
0
4
Delta Chi
0
3

FROM U. OF

LEADS CLARK

Tar Golf Team
Drops Another

E SERIES

A V E N U E

JEAN

• Exciting Warm
Weather Cottons

114 PARK AVENUE

LAIRD RADIO SALES
NOW Demonstrating the N E W

R. C. A . 4 5 rpm Record and

"YOU'VE GOT TO HEAR IT TO APPRECIATE IT!"

BATHING SUITS
Phone 765

hurled a two-hitter and a onehitter against the University of
Miami last week are slated to
take the mound against the Florida nine. Gray will pitch the Friday game and Covello on Saturday.

R. C. BAKER

MAKE YOURS THE MILDER CIGARETTE

"Where the Gang Meets"

Automatic Changer

118 Park Ave.

Na
Morrison
exciting match of the tournaNancy Morrison
CONGRATULATIONS!;:!!! to
The Rollins tennis stars proved
ment was scored by Buddy
Shirley Fry, the first Good Neigh- to be winners, upsetters, and stiff
Behrens in the quarter-finals
bor Champion. Shirley kept Rol- opponents while competing in the
when he defeated the top seedlins in a prominant position thru- first annual Good Neighbor Chamout the tournament at Miami pionship tournament in Miami
ed star. Bill Talbert, in a rain
Beach last week. Losing only Beach last week. In fact, they led
interrupted match 3-6, 15-13.
four games in three matches, Shir- the competitive field of the North
6-1.
ley reached the finals with vei-y and South American stars.
Although Talbert won the first
little diflficulty. In the finals ShirTop seeded Shirley Fry won
set 6-3, was leading 5-2 in the secley was extended to three sets and
the women's singles event last
ond set, and had several match
had to come from behind to defeat
Sunday a t Flamingo Park
points in the second set, he was
second-seeded Dorothy Head in
when she defeated Dorothy
unable to defeat Buddy's fight and
three sets. Experience and fightHead of Alameda, California,
ing spirit were the main factors
determination
on the crucial points
3-6, 6-1, 6-4 in the final round.
which aided our coed to victory.
Gardner Larned, seeded fourth, to win the match. At eight all the
On campus volleyball is still the was another Rollins finalist in the match was called because of rain,
only active intramural sport with men's singles and also in the so it was postponed till the followthe horse show and the swimming doubles with Buddy Behrens. Lar- ing day.
meet coming into focus during the ned, however, was not able to capWhen the match was resumed,
next two weeks. The Thetas and ture either title. In the singles
the battle in the second set was
Kappas mounted" their total wins he lost to second-seeded Earl Coone of services, steadiness, and
each defeating two other sorori- chell, ranked sixth nationally, 6-4,
ties. The Thetas scored over Pi 6-1, 6-4, and in the doubles Larned placements. Finally Buddy broke
Phi 54-15 and Chi Omega 34-15; and Behrens were defeated by the through to win the set at 15-13.
while the Kappas defeated Phi Mu Pavis Cup team, Gardner Mulloy In the final set 6uddy continued to
force Talbert with his accurate
43-15 and Alpha Phi 31-37. Other and Bill Taltert, 6-2, 7-5.
shots to win the set after losing
results were: Chi Omega 30, GamShirley dropped the first set to only one game. The same afterma Phi 23; Alpha Phi 20, Independents 4 1 ; Gamma Phi 37, Pi Dorothy Head but rallied her way noon Behrens and Larned clashed
back into the game to take a quick in a semi-final match, which LarPhi 31.
second set. In the deciding set ned won in three sets.
This Sunday, April 24, at 1:30 Shirley fell behind to 4-2 and to
The Good Neighbor Championthe annual intramural horse show 4-3 and 15-40 on her serve. Then ships was the biggest tournament
will take place between the soror- playing better tennis under pres- in Florida in a number of years.
ities and Independent women un- sure, Shirley forced and out-stead- It was extremely competitive in
der the direction of Mrs. Wheeler ied her opponent by winning four both the men's and women's events
at the Dubsdread horse ring. The straight games to finish the set
for such players a s : Bill Talbert,
events will include beginners, in- and match.
Irving Dorfman,
Earl Cochell,
termediate, advanced,
bareback
In the men's finals Larned was Gardner Mulloy, Dorothy Head,
riding, and jumping.
not playing his usual caliber of Nancy Chaffee, and Barbara ScoSunday, May 1, is the date for tennis which trounced the majority field were there, not to mention
the intramural swimming meet on of his previous opponents. He the 15 Rollins netters. Also comLake Virginia.
seemed unable to cope with Co- peting in the tournament were
The total intramural
points chell's low accurate back court and champions from Canada, Colomwhich have been scored in basket- forcing shots; although Larned bia, Chile, Hexieo, and Cuba.
ball, ping-pong, golf ,and tennis did come from behind almost to
In some of the earlier rounds
are as follows:
win the first and third sets.
several Rollins netters played outTheta ____655
The biggest upset and most
standing matches.
Independents
547%
456%
Chi Omega
360
Alpha Phi
345
The time to buy
Pi Phi
.
340
Gamma Pi
288
Phi Mu
195
"Sportshirts" is now

DANCING EVERY NIGHT

• White Stag Shorts
NEW SHIPMENT OF

Fry, Bcherns, Larned Star
In Miami Tennis Tourney

BAR

AND SERVICE
BONNIE

COEDS IN SPORTS

Pet.
1.000
1.000
Masterful pitching by Big John
.500
(Mitty) Gray and Slim Jim Co.600
vello gave the Rollins Tar base.000
ball team a two-game sweep over
.000
the University of Miami last Friday and Saturday at Harper-Shepscoring positions. This victory herd field. Rollins winning 13 to
moved the Lambda Chis one notch I and the second 3 to 0.
Gray set the visitors down with
The race for the Clerk Trophy
behind the X Club in the pennant
chase. They now have three vic- a two-hit performance and struck is coming down to the wire with
out seven men in the Friday game the KAs and X Club staging a neck
tories without a loss.
as his teammates were collecting and neck finish for the honors. At
I I hits off the' offerings of starter this writing the KAs are leading
Sigma Nu 6, Independents 4
Dick Rita and his successor Benny the pack with 9271/2 points with
Hambleton wbo came in in the the X Club hot in pursuit with a
The Independents almost pulled
third.
/
total of 898%. These totals do
an upset on Monday against the
Milford Talton led the Tar at- not include softball or varsity
defending champion Sigma Nu orpoints so the issue is very much in
tack
with
three
hits,
two
singles
ganization, but were foiled at the
last moment. As a matter of fact and a double, and drove in five doubt at this writing. Right now
the X Club is a good bet to take
runs.
Francis
Natolis,
George
the game was already over but the
catcher dropped the ball and Sig- Whidden, and Paul Klinefelter softball and a victory there would
ma Nu went on to win. Sad story banged out two hits apiece to add a goodly number of points to
their total. Then there is the quesfor the Independents but of course further the cause.
In the Saturday contest, Covello tion of the intramural swimming
good news for the hard-pressed
meet which comes up next month.
was
at
his
best
as
he
hurled
a
brilSigma Nus who pushed over the
winning tallies and then took off liant one-hit pitching job against The complete standings are below:
:_
927%
for Rollins Hall as fast as they Miami in one of the best defensive Kappa Alpha
X Club
- 898%
could with the victory tucked un- games seen here this year.
Rollins got two runs in the third Sigma Nu
-.-.795
der their belts. I t was a heart655
breaking defeat for the Indepen- when Klinefelter walked, stole sec- La»nbda Chi
dents who played their best game ond and scored on Natofis' single Delta Chi
445
to date behind the excellent pitch- to right. After Whidden singled, Independents
395
Natolis scored on a double steal. Alpha Club
ing of Frank Tommins.
291%
The Tars final run came in the
fourth, Hancock and McBryde
walked and Lyle Chambers singled
scoring Hancock.
Frank Hand, Miami southpaw
allowed the Tars three hits.
Friday's game:
Miami
000 010 000
The Rollins College Golf Team Rollins
531 020 20x
traveled to Gainesville to play
Rita, Hambleton; Peters and
Florida last week. The result was Cararella. Gray and McBryde.
a victory for the home team to the
Saturday's game:
tune of 231/2 to S%. The Rollins Miami
-000 000 000 Rollins baseball team will face
golfers might have been able to Rollins
002 100 OOxits most crucial test Friday and
give the victors a better match if
Hand and Peters. Covello and Saturday when the Tars journey
the weather conditions had been McBryde.
to Gainesville to meet the strong
more suited to golf. This was the
University of Florida Gators in a
fifth straight loss for Rollins since
two-game series.
Baroness
Becomes—
their first hiatch of the season
The Tars, winners of eight out
(Continued Irom page 1)
when they bested Florida Southof 10 starts this year against colern. Golfers making the trip to can citizenship her most careful lege competition will be favored
Gainesville were: Clyde Kelly, consideration as evidenced by the over the Gators in this series.
Jupe Arnold, Dub Palmer, Bart fact that she has waited nine
John Gray and Jim Covello, who
Robbins, Wayman Bennett, and years before becoming a citizen.
Jim McMenemy.
A deciding factor was her desire to show some appreciation for the
hospitality America has given her.
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SANDS P UR

242 Park Avenue

Phone 123

"ZORIC" Dry Cleaning gives you
—Cleaner clothes
/
—removes all grease film
—makes clothes brighter
—Is odorless, colorless, and fireproof

]^eAre Prepared to Give You]
i / ^ M O T H PROTECTION'

Reliable Cleaners. Inc.

